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Abstract

A general approach to the problem of simultaneous computation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of two sequences
of length N , which may be real, imaginary, conjugated symmetric or conjugated anti-symmetric, using a single N -point DFT
of a complex sequence is presented. The framework developed is applied to the simultaneous computation of two DFTs, one
DFT and one inverse DFT (IDFT) or two IDFTs for real N -point sequences. ? 2002 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

E4cient DFT computation has been a challenge to
the signal processing community over the last sev-
eral decades [3,5]. In this communication, we will in-
troduce and generalise the problem of simultaneous
computation of the DFTs of two N free parameter se-
quences using a single N -point DFT of a 2N parame-
ter complex sequence. Each input sequence has length
N and is either real, imaginary, complex symmetric or
complex anti-symmetric, in order to be de7ned with
only N free parameters.
Related work on this subject has been presented

recently [2,4], but a more generic and systematic
approach to this problem can be developed as will be
shown in the following sections. In particular, we il-
lustrate this approach with the practical cases of com-
putation of either two DFTs, one DFT and one IDFT
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or two IDFTs of N free parameter sequences with a
single N -point DFT. These computation tools are im-
portant, for example, for the development of modern
discrete multicarrier modulation (DMT) modems [1].

2. De�nitions and properties

In order to simplify the notation, we assume that a
sequence z[n] of 7nite length N and its DFT, Z(k), are
both periodic sequences of period N , so we can write
z[−n] instead of z[N −n] or z[−nmodN ]. A generic
complex sequence z[n] can always be expressed as
a sum of its real and imaginary parts or as a sum
of its conjugate symmetric (CS) part and conjugate
anti-symmetric (CA) part,

z[n] = zR[n] + jzI[n] = zcs[n] + zca[n]; (1)

where zR[n] = Re{z[n]} and zI[n] = Im{z[n]} and the
CS and CA parts of z[n] are complex sequences [3,5],
given by

zcs[n] = 1
2 (z[n] + z

∗[− n]) = z∗cs[− n]; (2)

zca[n] = 1
2 (z[n]− z∗[− n]) =−z∗ca[− n]: (3)
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If z[n] is real the CS and CA parts are designated by
the even and the odd parts, respectively, [3,5]. Fur-
thermore, the real and imaginary parts could be de-
composed into its even and odd parts, and the CS and
CA parts into real and imaginary parts, resulting in,

z[n] = (zRe[n] + zRo[n]) + j(zIe [n] + zIo [n])
= (zcsR [n] + jzcsI [n]) + (zcaR [n] + jzcaI [n]); (4)

where zRe[n]=zcsR [n]; zRo[n]=zcaR [n]; zIe [n]=zcaI [n]
and zIo [n] = zcsI [n], due to the symmetry properties.
The DFT exhibits duality between real and CS and

between imaginary and CA sequences. Thus, the DFT
of a sum of a real and an imaginary sequence has in
its CS and CA parts the two original DFTs. Similarly,
the DFT of a sum of a CS with a CA sequence has in
its real and imaginary parts the two original DFTs.
Any of the real, imaginary, CS or CA sequences of

length N have only N free parameters in opposition
to a generic complex sequence which have 2N pa-
rameters. Forming conveniently a complex sequence
of 2N free parameters, z[n], with the full information
of two sequences with N free parameters, it is always
possible to recover the partial DFTs from the DFT of
z[n]; Z(k). As suggested by (4), the only restriction
is that the real and imaginary parts of z[n] must con-
tain one even and one odd sequence, in order to have
the corresponding components in Z(k) separable.

3. Problem formulation

Given two real sequences of length N; a[n] and
b[n], which we decompose into its even and odd parts,
ae[n]; ao[n]; be[n] and bo[n], we can form two se-
quences (with N free parameters) as

x[n] = c1ae[n] + c2ao[n]; (5)

y[n] = c3be[n] + c4bo[n]; (6)

where c1; c2; c3; c4 ∈C. If the constants are real and=or
imaginary the sequences would be real, imaginary, CS
or CA. For example, if c1 is real and c2 is imaginary,
then x[n] is CS. From the DFT properties [5] result

X (k) = c1AR(k) + jc2AI(k); (7)

Y (k) = c3BR(k) + jc4BI(k); (8)

where AR(k) and BR(k) are even and AI(k) and BI(k)
are odd sequences. If we have two sequences, x[n]

and y[n], conforming to (5) and (6), 7rst we identify
the real sequences a[n] and b[n] and then form the
sequence z1[n] or z2[n] according to

z1[n] = ae[n] + ao[n] + j(be[n] + bo[n])
= a[n] + jb[n]; (9)

z2[n] = ae[n] + bo[n] + j(ao[n] + be[n]): (10)

Since both real and imaginary parts of z1[n] and z2[n]
contain an even and an odd sequence, the respective
DFT also has in its real and imaginary parts an even
and an odd DFT component. From (9) and (10) we
obtain

Z1(k) = AR(k) + jAI(k) + jBR(k)− BI(k); (11)

Z2(k) = AR(k) + jBI(k)− AI(k) + jBR(k): (12)

The four DFT components are obtained from Z1(k)
or Z2(k) as AR(k) = Z1Re (k) = Z2Re (k); AI(k) =
Z1Io (k) = −Z2Ro (k); BR(k) = Z1Ie (k) = Z2Ie (k) and
BI(k) =−Z1Ro (k) = Z2Io (k).
Then, according to (7) and (8), X (k) and Y (k) are

obtained from Z1(k) or Z2(k) through the following
equations:

X (k) = c1Z1Re (k) + jc2Z1Io (k)
= c1Z2Re (k)− jc2Z2Ro (k); (13)

Y (k) = c3Z1Ie (k)− jc4Z1Ro (k)
= c3Z2Ie (k) + jc4Z2Io (k): (14)

Obviously, there are other two forms to obtain similar
results [2], but they amount to an exchange of the
roles of a[n] and b[n] in (9) and (10). In the following
sections we apply these expressions to the cases of
simultaneous computation of two DFTs, one DFT and
one IDFT or two IDFTs for real sequences.

4. DFTs of two real sequences

If c1 = c2 = c3 = c4 = 1 in (5) and (6) we have the
case of two real sequences: x[n]=a[n] and y[n]=b[n].
Then z1[n] = x[n] + jy[n], which corresponds to the
usual approach [3], of taking the DFTs of two real
sequences with the computation of only one N -point
DFT. The result in compact form is X (k) = Z1cs (k)
and jY (k) = Z1ca (k). In terms of Z2(k) the result is
X (k)=Z2Re (k)−jZ2Ro (k) and Y (k)=Z2Ie (k)+jZ2Io (k).
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5. DFT of a real sequence and IDFT of
a CS sequence

The problem of the simultaneous computation of
one DFT and one IDFT for lengthN real sequences has
been recently reported and solved using some methods
developed in an ad hoc way [2,4]. A more systematic
approach comes from (5) and (6) when associated to
a real and to a CS sequence.
An IDFT can be viewed as a DFT, i.e., x[n] =

DFT{X (−k)=N}, or, assuming x[n] periodic, DFT
{X (k)} = Nx[ − n]. Beginning with a CS sequence,
W (k); and a real sequence y[n], we want to obtain
w[n] (real) and Y (k). One possibility is to make
c3 = c4 = 1 (y[n] = b[n] in (6)) and

x[n] =
1
N
W (−n) = 1

N
(WR(n)− jWI(n)); (15)

so that X (k)=w[k]. In this case, we could choose the
following assignments:

ae[n] =
1
N
WR(n); ao[n] =− 1

N
WI(n); (16)

which means c1 = 1 and c2 = j. Using (13) and (14)
the result is

w[n] = Z1Re (n)− Z1Io (n) = Z2R (n); (17)

Y (k) =−jZ1ca (k) = Z2Ie (k) + jZ2Io (k): (18)

All methods reported in [2,4] are particular cases of
the approach outlined.

6. Two IDFTs for real sequences

Another important application is the simultaneous
computation of two IDFTs that lead to real sequences.
Suppose we have W (k) and V (k), both CS, and wish
to obtain w[n] and v[n], both real. In this case we take,
as in (15), x[n] = W (−n)=N and y[n] = V (−n)=N .

For a[n] we choose (16) and, similarly, for b[n] we
choose

be[n] =
1
N
VR(n); bo[n] =

1
N
VI(n); (19)

which means c1 = c3 = 1; c2 = j and c4 = −j. The
required sequences are then given by (17) and, from
(14), by

v[n] = Y (n) = Z1Ie (n)− Z1Ro (n) = Z2I (n): (20)

Notice that if we form the sequence z2[n] with (16)
and (19) then w[n] and v[n] are simply the real and
imaginary parts of Z2(n), respectively.

7. Conclusions

A general approach to the problem of simultane-
ous computation of the DFTs of two length N real or
complex symmetric sequences using a single N -point
DFT has been presented. We have shown how to solve
generically the problem of computing simultaneously
either two DFTs, one DFT and one IDFT or two IDFTs
for real sequences, with a single N -point DFT.
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